
HOW TO WRITE A CHARACTER ANALYSIS PARAGRAPH

A useful guide to how to write a good character analysis for a student. Body: The body paragraphs should be organized
and divided in a way that groups.

Body In the body of the paragraph, students need to include detail sentences that support their topic sentence.
Thus, if your analysis essay must include more than words, and you have three literary elements to discuss,
you should not write more than words on each topic taking into account introduction and conclusion are
always needed. Batman never shared his money with everyone who needed it The character felt no sorry for
the deaths of villains who used to be human beings before A popular character was not even a real superhero
as he did not have any supernatural powers The summary of these points will work literary for the character
analysis essays conclusion; in the body, a writer should also add evidence like in-text citations. A killer
analysis essay conclusion might reveal one more aspect of your target character which would be a shock to the
audience. Both Harry Potter and Buffy Summers have a hard mission they should accomplish by sacrificing
their own lives. An example concluding sentence for the Jake Semple paragraph could be as follows: Jake
Semple goes from a smoking, juvenile delinquent teen to a star of the Sound of Music, and he truly changes
into a better person. Have them first make a list of three reasons why the character is the type of character they
chose. Jerry is a determined young boy. Finally, you transferred all your pre-write information into a
paragraph essay. Ultimately, you will discover that the character fits into one of the character categories
mentioned above. Still determined, Jerry continues onward, and successfully swims through the tunnel and
into independence. Small elements of analysis include weight, height, and clothing. Did I use transition in
between each idea? Topic to thesis The thesis is 1. Write some basic observations first: Full name and its
interpretation if any. Sample contents. Supporting facts: Prefers to cheat on his wife with lower-class females
as they are easier to dominate Remains rather sad and full of heavy thoughts that his days of glory in soccer
are gone Believes the role of elite is near to be swept off the map Body paragraph 3: His ongoing policing of
the actions of others points to the fact the man wishes to reinforce social separation by status. Conclusion The
conclusion should wrap up the essay. Live Support Character analysis outline As you continue to analyze the
character, you may find that they fit into one, two or maybe even three specific character categories, and that
is okay. Begin with the Basic Information You should start with identifying the hero: name the original story,
author, years of publishing, and write a summary. This table will help to understand the character analysis
essays outline. What do they look like? Try to keep your ideas and entire character study organized: Analyzing
Characters More Tips to Observe Those were the main tips each student must remember when writing a
character analysis essay; it is time to read the last three recommendations. Finally, Miss Narwin is troubled by
the fact that people have misconstrued her intentions when she told Philip to leave her classâ€”she never
intended for the situation to get so out of hand! Your job is to write a rough draft paragraph characterizing
Jerry. At first he does not get along with E. Reason 1: Even though he feels guilty, he is determined to go to
the wild bay. At the same time, there is more evidence to support your view on a particular hero. Conclusion:
The conclusion is the part which summarizes your essay. Students should write out the three parts of the
paragraph on notebook paper by following the directions. Outline the growth and development of the
character. You should write a brief description of the character being analysed in order to generate interest. Do
not copy-paste the thesis sentence from introduction to avoid self-plagiarism. What are the key takeaways or
important lessons? What conflicts does the character experience? Therefore, throughout this story, Miss
Narwin certainly displays anxiety and distress. Even after bloody noses and panicky moments, he endures. In
other words, get and share the feedback from Hermione, Ron, Draco, and Hogwarts teachers. He is a
chain-smoking, spiky-haired punk.


